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Rock Is Great
Solitude Rebels

Rock is great - Solitude Rebles

This song is about a man without a soul... Oh yes, he has no rock and roll
spirt, god bless him!

Intro: No guitar play.

I know a story, about a man who didn t like rock
It is a very sad story, about the man who didn t like rock
and here it goes:  

Vers:

It was a...
E                       
Saturday morning in the 21. century
  Bm
I met a man, he had no style
        C
He had big black boots, and a fucked up fubu cap
   A
I stopped him and asked,   Where s you pride?   He said:

  E
  Why listen to rock and roll music?!
Bm
 It s no good!  
  C
  I d rather listen to hip hop! 
         A
It s so Funky!  

  HELL NO!  

Chorus:

A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        C5
Rock is great
A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        G5
Rock is great

 A5               E5
You like hip-hop that s ok



  F5              C5
I only have one thing to say
 A5               E5
You like hip-hop that s ok
  F5              G5
I only have one thing to say

A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        G5
Rock is great

Vers 2:

    E
I proudly looked at my beautiful guitar
         Bm
when he turned to me and said to me,
  C
  How the fuck do like that crap?  
        A
  It s loud and stupid, I don t understand?  

    E
I glanced at him with curious eyes
      Bm
And I told him: 
     C    
That everybody likes to rock
 A           
Just have a listen to me:

Interlude:

D5   C5  A5   
Rock is beautiful,
D5   G5  A5
Rock is stunning,
D5   C5  
rock is 
A5   E5   F5   C5 
Greeeeeeeeeeeeeeeat
D5   C5   F5   G5 

OmkvÃ¦D:

A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        C5
Rock is great
A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        G5



Rock is great

   A5                 E5
He got convinced and left the hip hop
F5                 C5
Took a guitar and sang with me
         A5                 E5
Yeah, he got convinced and left the hip hop
F5                 G5
Took a guitar and sang with me

A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        C5
Rock is great
A5        E5
Rock is great
F5        G5
Rock is great

Rock on Dudes!!


